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Which	nucleus	has	“best”	
shape	co-existence?

P.	Moller,	R.Bengtsson,	B.G.Carlsson,	P.Olivius,	T.Ichikawa	Phys.Rev.LeG.	97,	162502	(2006)	

Theory	says	72Kr,	but	experiment	points	at	68Se…..but	the	differences	are	subtle	and	a	reflecYon	of	our	
advanced	understanding



FIG. 3: (Color online) Sets of matrix elements (M02,M22). The gray horizontal area indicates the

weighted average of the M02 values taken from Refs. [30] and [23]. The red area shows the region of

values, which can reproduce the observed γ-ray intensities for the projectile and target excitations

in the present experiment. The open circles are the theoretical values from configuration mixing

calculations based on different energy density functionals. The theoretical results of “SLy6(axi.)”

and “SIII(P+Q)” are taken from Refs. [38] and [25], respectively.

To describe the nuclei in this mass region, multiparticle-multihole excitations across the

N = 40 subshell are necessary, which is out of the reach of the conventional shell model.

Therefore, the mean-field-based approaches are the dominated methods to interpret the com-

plex and rapidly changing structure of the low-lying states. The values from the microscopic

five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian (5DCH) calculations based on several popularly used

non-relativistic as well as relativistic energy density functionals (EDF) are displayed in Fig. 3.

To illustrate the role of triaxiality, the results from configuration mixing of particle-number

and angular-momentum projected axially deformed states within the generator coordinate

method (GCM) based on the Skyrme force SLy6 and the relativistic Lagrangian PC-PK1

are included that can be compared with calculations using non-axial configurations. As dis-

cussed in Refs. [26, 38], the GCM calculation restricted to axial states predicted an oblate

ground-state band coexisting with a prolate excited band for 72,74,76Kr. Only with the inclu-

sion of triaxial states in the beyond mean-field calculations can one reproduce the structure

of low-lying states in 74,76Kr [25–27, 39]. This situation has little dependence on the un-
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Google: 70Se + Peter Butler

Pure 70Se beams, but only 104 ions/s



Large decrease of B(E2)

Shape Coexistence in 70Se 

J. Ljungvall et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 102502 (2008) 
A. Hurst et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 072501 (2007)

New lifetime measurement

Spherical, Prolate or Oblate?
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Shape Coexistence in 70Se 
New Reorientation-effect measurement at HIE-ISOLDE

Angular distribution will tell us the shape



Shape Coexistence in 70Se 
What about the second 2+?  No statistics for angular distribution 

High excitation energy and 104 ions/s are limiting us  
6x improvement at HIE-ISOLDE: higher proton intensity on target and 2 GeV protons 
We could still do it, but... 

it depends on NNDC lifetime (Heese et al., ~27% uncertainty) and δ= −1.0+1 !! −2

A technical remark: before the delivery 
of the beam the yield of the  requested 
isotope (70Se) has to be tested.



Lifetime and mixing-ratio COMPLEMENTARY measurements at iThemba LABS  

E.g., 58Ni(14N,pn) reaction at 39 MeV (Heese et al 1986) to avoid yrast population

Shape Coexistence in 70Se 
What about the second 2+?  No statistics for angular distribution 



Lifetime and mixing-ratio COMPLEMENTARY measurements at iThemba LABS  

E.g., 58Ni(14N,pn) reaction at 39 MeV (Heese et al 1986) to avoid yrast population

Shape Coexistence in 70Se 
What about the second 2+?  We need GAMKA!



CONCLUSIONS & SUMMARY

  iThemba LABS is a vibrant facility with lots of possibilitites  
  (K600, RIB, Tandetrom, AFRODITE + Ancillary Detectors)  
  We've built a strong Coulomb-excitation program @ iThemba LABS 

  A Lifetime program and GAMKA @ iThemba LABS 

  HIE-ISOLDE full potential:  208Pb(70Se,70Se*)208Pb* @ 5.5 MeV/u 

  Allows precise measurement (±0.1 eb) of  < 2+  || E2 || 2+ >
   (spherical, prolate or oblate?) 

   Test of state-of-the-art beyond-, relativistic- mean field models 

   < 2+  || E2 || 2+ >? Not enough statistics for angular distribution  

   Complete Physics needs stable-ion-beam facilities  
   such as iThemba LABS   

   Test of Shape coexistence is possible with combined efforts! 
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